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Abstract: It is crucial to ensure the privacy and authenticity of the owner’s information in car insur-
ance claims. However, the current traditional car insurance claims scenario suffers from inefficiency,
complex service, unreliable data, and data leakage. Therefore, considering the privacy and sensi-
tivity of insurance information and car owner data, we can use blockchain, smart contracts, and
zero-knowledge proof technology to improve the current problems. This paper proposes a novel
car insurance claim scheme based on smart contracts, blockchain, and zero-knowledge proof. Our
scheme focuses on preserving privacy in the car insurance authorization and claim process. We
design a private smart contract for the creation and revocation of car insurance and public smart
contract for the authorization and validation of car insurance. By using ZoKrates, generating zero-
knowledge proofs off chain and verifying the proofs on chain reduces the amount of data storage
and computation on chain and provides privacy protection for sensitive information. Experimental
results confirm the efficacy of our scheme in terms of security and performance.

Keywords: car insurance; blockchain; smart contract; zero-knowledge proof

1. Introduction

Insurance is one of the most widely used forms of protection worldwide [1]. An
insurance policy represents an agreement between individuals or entities and an insurance
company, providing financial assistance or reimbursement in the event of a loss. A digital
transformation is currently underway in the insurance industry to adapt to the needs of
modern society [2]. In the car insurance industry, car insurance claims management is
facilitated through the collaboration of various entities from different fields, such as the
police, county administrators, insurance agents, and healthcare professionals [3]. This
collaborative sharing of multi-source information is crucial for insurance companies to
make accurate decisions regarding policyholders’ claims.

While insurance plans are prevalent, settling and processing insurance claims can be
challenging and error free [4]. Insurance companies often manipulate terms and conditions
to avoid paying policyholders, while fraudulent claims can pose problems for insurers [5].
The advantages of blockchain and smart contracts can make insurance contracts more
transparent, efficient, and resistant to fraud [6]. Several blockchain-based solutions have
been proposed [7,8], with the core idea of using blockchain to establish a trust mechanism
between customers and insurance companies, thus effectively confirming the content of car
insurance payouts. Automated smart contracts can speed up claims processing and reduce
insurers’ operating costs.

Indeed, using blockchain-based car insurance plans still presents two significant chal-
lenges. Firstly, the identities and insurance details of users participating in the insurance
are public, which could lead to privacy breaches and information misuse [9]. Attackers
could access all transaction data by downloading a copy of the ledger or trace relationships
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between transactions and accounts by analyzing the transaction data in the ledger. Sec-
ondly, the car insurance claims process relies on the automatic execution of smart contracts,
which may require sensitive information to be received on the blockchain to invoke smart
contracts [10], such as the vehicle owner’s identity. Since these inputs are publicly transpar-
ent, they could expose the vehicle owner’s privacy. To address these challenges, further
advancements in privacy-preserving techniques and data encryption on the blockchain
are necessary.

Zero-knowledge proofs are interactive verification protocols [11]. In this protocol,
based on predefined actions, a verifier can be convinced that a prover possesses specific
secret data without revealing any private information, including the prover’s data, the veri-
fier’s identity, and the prover’s identity. The verifier only knows that the prover has access
to this data. The application of zero-knowledge proofs technology in the blockchain-based
insurance sector not only helps to protect the privacy of owners and reduce the risk of infor-
mation asymmetry but also optimizes the execution process of insurance contracts [12–14].
Our research aims to address the problem of insurance and user information leakage in the
blockchain-based car insurance industry by incorporating zero-knowledge proofs.

This paper proposes a solution based on blockchain, smart contracts, and zero-
knowledge proofs to address privacy issues in traditional blockchain-based car insurance
systems. In this solution, the blockchain ensures the integrity and immutability of insurance
data, while smart contracts enable the decentralized execution of insurance claims pro-
cesses. Additionally, zero-knowledge proofs are used to maintain the privacy of insurance
data and user identities.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. We propose a hybrid smart contract proxy model. Using a private smart contract for
creating car insurance protects insurance data from third-party access. A public smart
contract is employed for insurance verification, achieving identity authentication
without revealing sensitive user information.

2. The utilization of ZoKrates enables zero-knowledge authorization and verification for
car insurance. This avoids the exposure of privacy attributes’ ownership in a publicly
transparent distributed ledger, ensuring non-linkability between vehicle owners and
their insurance details.

3. The paper includes a thorough security analysis, demonstrating the privacy and secu-
rity of our proposed solution. Additionally, comprehensive performance evaluations
were conducted to showcase the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
the background to blockchain-based insurance schemes. In Section 3, we present the
preliminary knowledge of the methods used. In Section 4, we propose a model for a vehicle
insurance scheme based on blockchain and zero-knowledge proof. In Section 5, we perform
a security and performance analysis of the proposed system. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The use of blockchain as a system service to design distributed platforms to support
the execution of transactions in insurance processes is a core concept to solve the problems
of traditional insurance platforms [15]. The insurance industry has adopted blockchain to
automate insurance operations by transforming various policies into smart contracts [16].

Many efforts have been made to address car insurance registration using blockchain.
Yadav et al. [17] proposed a blockchain-based framework for car insurance to simplify the
submission of accident reports and insurance claims. Nizamuddin et al. [18] provided
a decentralized blockchain and IPFS-based framework for the auto insurance industry
to regulate auto insurance claims and automated payment activities. Lamberti et al. [19]
presented a blockchain and sensor-based framework for car insurance that uses smart
contracts and sensor data to implement an on-demand insurance system. Bader et al. [20]
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proposed a blockchain smart contract-based ecosystem for simple and transparent car
insurance, using smart contracts to automate the insurance process. Chiu et al. [21] used
blockchain to decentralize data and services and smart contracts as insurance products
for insurance companies for bicycle insurance systems. Nanda et al. [22] designed a
decentralized system model for the car insurance process based on blockchain technology
using Ethereum and smart contracts, with a decentralized application (DApp) for the car
insurance purchase and claim process.

Blockchain is also present in other areas of insurance. Kumar et al. [23] proposed a
blockchain-based trusted fire brigade service and insurance claim framework to provide
immediate fire brigade service to enterprises and prevent insurance fraud while proposing
a sensor network and connectivity model to detect real fires and send emergency service
requests to monitoring stations. Pawar et al. [24] proposed a blockchain-based insurance
system to share health insurance information between hospitals, patients, and insurance
companies. Iyer et al. [25] built a decentralized peer-to-peer crop insurance system to cover
the risk of excessive rainfall. Jha et al. [26] proposed a blockchain-based crop insurance
system to ensure that farmers benefit from the insurance on time.

However, after analyzing existing blockchain-based car insurance schemes, we find
that the authors mainly focus on achieving a decentralized insurance system, ignoring the
blockchain’s information transparency and privacy leakage issues. Therefore, there is a
need to expand the scope of policyholder privacy and consider the privacy protection of
real and sensitive data during the insurance approval and verification process.

3. Preliminary

This section reviews some of the technical preparations required for this paper.

3.1. Blockchain and Smart Contract

The advent of cryptocurrencies has profoundly impacted conventional finance ever
since the inception of Bitcoin in 2009 [27]. Positioned as a distributed ledger technology,
blockchain facilitates data exchange among designated participants. By aggregating and
disseminating transaction data from various data sources, blockchain is structured as a
sequence of blocks, each encapsulating the information of multiple transactions intercon-
nected through cryptographic algorithms to form an immutable chain [28]. Diverging
from conventional centralized databases, blockchain data are distributed across numerous
network nodes, wherein each node possesses a complete ledger copy, necessitating a con-
sensus mechanism for validating and appending new blocks [29]. This decentralized nature
endows blockchain with heightened security and resilience against attacks, empowering it
to establish a robust trust system within a distributed and untrusted environment.

A smart contract represents an automated contract that utilizes blockchain technology
and is expressed as a computer program, facilitating autonomous execution and producing
irreversible outcomes [30]. Employing a distributed ledger to store these contracts ensures
transactional accuracy without reliance on intermediaries, given the assured reliability of
the blockchain [31]. Smart contracts empower users to implement personalized code logic
on the blockchain, enabling the establishment of decentralized systems. The key features
of smart contracts, including decentralization, autonomy, observability, verifiability, and
information sharing, significantly contribute to developing decentralized systems.

3.2. Cryptographic Primitives
3.2.1. Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge Proof

The fundamental concept of zero-knowledge proofs revolves around proving a state-
ment through interactive protocols [32]. In this process, the prover presents a set of
information to the verifier, enabling the verifier to validate the accuracy of this information
and gain confidence in its truthfulness without acquiring knowledge of how the prover
obtained the information. This information may pertain to the prover’s knowledge of the
original image of a hash or awareness of the members within a Merkle tree with known
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Merkle roots. Practical structures for non-interactive zero-knowledge proof (NIZK) have
been demonstrated in Ethernet [33]. The formal definition of NIZK is described below:

• KeyGen (1λ) → crs: The input is the safety parameter λ; the output is the common
reference string crs.

• Prove(crs, u, w) → π: The inputs are the instance u of some NP-language LR and the
witnesses w; the output is a zero-knowledge proof π.

• Veri f y(crs, u, π) → 1/0: The input is the proof π; the output is 1 for acceptance or 0
for rejection.

3.2.2. Fiat–Shamir Heuristic

The Fiat–Shamir heuristic is a technique employed to transform an interactive zero-
knowledge proof protocol into a non-interactive version [34]. In conventional interactive
zero-knowledge proofs, the prover and verifier engage in multiple rounds of interaction
to accomplish the proof process, potentially incurring significant communication costs.
Conversely, the Fiat–Shamir heuristic mitigates the communication overhead by converting
the interactive protocol into a one-way non-interactive form, achieved through a hash
function and a random number generator. The overall process of the Fiat–Shamir heuristic
is as follows:

1. The prover runs Prove(crs, u, w) and generates the proof π. He/she hashes the
(crs, u, π) to e and sends π and e to the verifier.

2. The verifier checks if the equation e = H(crs, u, π) holds and runs Veri f y(crs, u, π) to
decide whether to accept.

3.3. ZoKrates

ZoKrates [35] is an open-source tool set extensively utilized in the blockchain and
cryptocurrency domains for developing and deploying zero-knowledge proofs. It offers a
processing model and features a user-friendly domain specific language (DSL), allowing
developers to describe intricate computational tasks and generate corresponding zero-
knowledge proofs succinctly. These proofs enable the verification of computational results
without necessitating an understanding of the specific computations involved. Furthermore,
ZoKrates supports diverse zero-knowledge proof systems, including zk-SNARKs (zero-
knowledge extensible non-interactive parameters), which streamline the generation and
verification of proofs, rendering the process highly efficient and swift. The details of the
implementation of the proofs of zero knowledge in ZoKrates are given below:

• Compile: To prove specific computations, circuit designs need to be developed.
ZoKrates utilizes a domain specific language (DSL) to describe these circuits. Addi-
tionally, ZoKrates provides libraries for commonly used circuits, such as SHA256 and
elliptic curve computation.

• Setup: Before generating a proof for each circuit, a one-time setup is required to create
a common reference string (CRS).

• Compute witness: ZoKrates automatically computes the corresponding witness based
on the circuit when private or public inputs are provided.

• Generate proof: This step involves generating proof information for the given compu-
tation.

• Export verifier: ZoKrates allows the exporting of proof-verifier contracts, which can
be deployed on Ethereum.

4. Proposed System

In this section, we present an overview of our proposed system, which aims to safe-
guard the privacy of vehicle owners and their car insurance through NIZK and an Ethereum-
based distributed ledger. The notations employed in this paper are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notation setting.

Notations Description

C Insurance company
U Vehicle owner

pkc, pku Public keys for insurance company and vehicle owner
skc, sku Private keys for insurance company and vehicle owner

addrc, addru Blockchain addresses for insurance company and vehicle owner
A Unique asset identifier for insurance

RA Authorization record for insurance A
ε Random number
H Cryptographic hash function

Our new framework focuses on two different scenarios: the car insurance authorization
phase and the car insurance claim authentication phase. In the car insurance authorization
phase, the insurance company invokes a private smart contract to apply a hash function
to the insurance information to generate an asset identifier. Subsequently, using zero-
knowledge proof technology, the asset identifier, the owner’s public key, and random
numbers are hashed to generate an authorization record, and the private authorization
of car insurance is achieved by verifying the zero-knowledge proof in the public contract,
thus effectively hiding the asset identifier and the owner’s information.

Moving on to the car insurance claim authentication phase, the insurance company
devises a secret function and transmits it with a proof key to the vehicle owner. The
vehicle owner then solves the secret function to generate a witness, which, in conjunction
with the proof key, is utilized to produce proof, demonstrating awareness of the secret
function as originally drafted by the insurance company. The vehicle owner subsequently
interacts with the public smart contract, submitting the generated proof. Once the contract
successfully verifies the proof, it can ascertain the legitimacy of the vehicle owner as the
rightful policyholder, all without divulging any specific information about the vehicle
owner. This process ultimately enables the realization of the insurance claim.

4.1. System Overview

Our system involves six main entities: the blockchain, vehicle owner, insurance com-
pany, service providers, smart contracts, and zero-knowledge proof tool. The architecture
and workflow of our proposed system, as follows, are shown in Figure 1:

• Blockchain: The blockchain is responsible for deploying carefully designed smart
contracts. Our design choice is to reduce computational overhead and avoid using
complex cryptographic tools, such as zero-knowledge proofs, on chain.

• Vehicle owner: In the blockchain, the vehicle owner, as a signatory to the insurance
policy, owns the identity attributes stored in the blockchain and receives insurance
claims by proving ownership of his identity identifier and insurance attributes.

• Insurance company: An insurance company is an organization that provides insurance
products and services. Their main responsibility is to issue car insurance policies to
vehicle owners, and process claim payments in the event of an accident. By utilizing
blockchain technology and smart contracts, insurance companies can create accounts
on the blockchain to streamline subsequent insurance operations and improve effi-
ciency and transparency.

• Service providers: Service providers are other entities related to the insurance business,
such as vehicle workshops and emergency service providers, responsible for providing
specific services to vehicle owners, such as vehicle repairs and emergency assistance.
In blockchain, service providers verify the legitimacy of the vehicle owner’s identity
before providing services.

• Smart contracts: We designed private and public contracts, where private contracts are
used to create and revoke car insurance, and public contracts are used for insurance
authorization and vehicle owner authentication. We incorporated the zero-knowledge
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proof verification contracts in the public contract that enable the vehicle owner to
prove the validity of his identity by providing proofs and public parameters as inputs.

• Zero-knowledge proof tool: We use ZoKrates as our tool to implement zero-knowledge
proofs. It performs off-chain calculations of zero-knowledge proofs and on-chain
verification of their correctness.

Vehicle OwnerInsurance Company Service Providers

Blockchain

Zero-Knowledge Proof Tool

Smart contracts

   AssetRegister()       AssetRevoke()

   AssetClaim()           AssetResponse()

Compile Setup
Compute
Witness

Generate
Proof

Export
Verifier

1.Insurance register

4.Insurance revoke

3.Identity
authentication

2.Insurance
authorisation 

Private smart

contract

Public smart

contract

Figure 1. Proposed system model.

4.2. Insurance Register Phase

In the proposed system, the insurance company C possesses pkc and skc, and the
vehicle owner U possesses pku and sku. C must first complete the registration process
for the insurance assets by the specific agreement to perform subsequent authorization
operations on them. The private smart contract is deployed under C’s blockchain address
addrc, and only C can invoke it. Algorithm 1 for AssetRegister() is as follows.

Algorithm 1 AssetRegister

Require: Value,In f ormation
Ensure: A

1: A = sha256(abi.encodePacked(Value, In f ormation, msg.sender, block.number));
2: Insurance[A].value = Value;
3: Insurance[A].in f ormation = In f ormation;
4: Insurance[A].creator = msg.sender;
5: Insurance[A].exist = true;
6: Insurance[A].claimed = f alse;
7: emit LogAssetRegister(A, Value, In f ormation, msg.sender, block.number);
8: return A;

When C calls AssetRegister() in the private smart contract, a unique asset identifier A
for insurance is generated. This A is utilized to retrieve and store the mapping from A to the
insurance attributes. To prevent the disclosure of their original values after a potential cyber
attack, the actual inputs are concatenated with A. This ensures that sensitive information
remains protected and secure. The generation of A is abstracted into the following equation:

A = H(Value, In f ormation, msg.sender, block.number) (1)
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The Value field is utilized to record the insurance’s worth. This field is specified by C
during the insurance registration process, ensuring that relevant financial compensations
can be promptly confirmed in the event of accidents or insurance claims. The immutability
and transparency of the blockchain guarantee the accuracy and credibility of the Value
field, eliminating the possibility of human tampering with the value. The In f ormation field
is employed to record the specific content and terms of the insurance. During the insurance
registration process, the creator provides information regarding the insurance plan, scope
of liability, and compensation conditions. These detailed pieces of information are perma-
nently recorded, ensuring the immutability of the insurance contract and mitigating the
risks of information loss or tampering. The msg.sender field serves to identify the address
of the insurance contract creator, also known as addrc. By registering this field in the smart
contract, we confirm and record the identity of the insurance creator, which aids in the
subsequent authorization process for verifying identities. The block.number field is used
to increase the security and unpredictability of hash operations, which is included in the
hash input data during the transaction preparation stage. This does not change the basic
way the blockchain works, but it does allow for a specific hash to be generated based on
the block number in which the transaction was created. The reason for using the block
number instead of the timestamp is that it is determined by a consensus algorithm on the
blockchain network and cannot be changed by miners. In contrast, timestamps are set by
the miners and can therefore be artificially manipulated by miners. The certainty of the
block number makes it safer to use the block number in a contract.

Simultaneously, we incorporated the exist field and the claim field in our design to
determine the registration status and authorization of an insurance policy within the system.
The exist field is utilized to ascertain whether an insurance policy has been successfully
registered in the system. Upon registration of a vehicle insurance policy, the value of
this field is set to True, indicating that the insurance policy has been effectively added to
the blockchain. Conversely, if the registration is unsuccessful, the value of this field will
remain False, thereby preventing duplicate or invalid insurance contracts. On the other
hand, the claim field serves to identify whether the insurance has been authorized by the
owner. Once the insurance is active, the owner of the insured vehicle will be authorized
in this field and will be entitled to make a claim in case of an accident. By recording the
authorization status through the smart contract, we ensure that only the legitimate vehicle
owner can receive insurance compensation, thereby enhancing the security and credibility
of the insurance system.

4.3. Insurance Authorization Phase

During the insurance authorization stage, C can authorize the registered insurance
asset A to U through an anonymous authorization process. This process effectively estab-
lishes the mapping between A and pku on the blockchain while ensuring that this sensitive
information remains concealed from public access. By employing this approach, we safe-
guard the privacy of both U’s identity and the specific insurance assets allocated to them,
bolstering the overall security and confidentiality of the insurance system. Algorithm 2 for
AssetClaim() is as follows.
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Algorithm 2 AssetClaim

Require: A,input,proo f
Ensure: True or False

1: result = veri f yTx(input, proo f );
2: require (result, "The proof has not been verified by the contract.");
3: require (creatorQuery(A) == msg.sender, "You are not the creator of A.");
4: require (claimedQuery(A) == f alse, "This A has been claimed.");
5: require (existQuery(A) == true, This A has been revocationed.);
6: claims[A] = A;
7: Insurance[A].claimed = true;
8: emit LogAssetClaim(A, msg.sender);
9: return True;

To facilitate the transfer of ownership attributes generated during the registration
phase to U, we incorporate a hash operation along with the introduction of a random
number ε. This approach prevents attackers from cracking hash records by enumerating
insurance asset identifier registered on the blockchain and also avoids replay attacks,
increasing the security of the system. The process for insurance authorization is as follows:

• Step 1: C formulates a circuit C in accordance with the insurance authorization
requirements, defining the logic for A’s authorization operation within C.

• Step 2: C inputs A, pku and ε, the algorithm computes RA = (A, pku, ε) within C,
where RA and A are set as the public inputs as well as pku and ε are set as the private
inputs. Following this, the witness value witness is calculated, representing a valid
assignment to a variable that encompasses the computation result.

• Step 3: The algorithm generates zero-knowledge proof key pairs pk and vk based on
the witness, employing a random source commonly referred to as "toxic waste". For
generating these zero-knowledge proof key pairs, we employ the efficient Groth16
algorithm, which ensures a balance between the size of the generated proof data and
the speed of operation.

• Step 4: C inputs pk, A, pku, ε and RA, the algorithm produces zero-knowledge proof π.
• Step 5: During the verification phase, the smart contract automatically assesses the cor-

rectness of the provided inputs. The zero-knowledge proof π undergoes verification
using vk. The insurance policy is deemed authorized to the owner only if the above
validation holds true. This process guarantees secure and accurate authorization of
insurance ownership while preserving privacy and confidentiality.

The validation contract is generated and deployed on the public smart contract via
ZoKrates and is named AssetClaim(). After passing zero-knowledge verification, it is also
necessary to determine whether the account address invoking the contract is the same as
the one used to register A and whether A has been registered and authorized. Once all the
above operations have been passed, RA is recorded in the authorization record, and the
claim of A is changed to True.

In this way, we can effectively authorize insurance to U while concealing the ownership
relationship through zk-SNARK, safeguarding both U’s privacy and the security of the
insurance assets.

4.4. Identity Authentication Phase

During an insurance claim for a vehicle involved in an accident, the vehicle owner must
provide sufficient information to establish their legal ownership of the insurance. However,
relying on the traditional blockchain-based vehicle insurance claim process may expose the
owner’s information through the input of smart contracts, posing a risk of privacy leakage.
To address this problem, we implement owner authentication with privacy-preserving
features based on the Fiat–Shamir heuristic. Algorithm 3 for AssetResponse() is as follows.
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Algorithm 3 AssetResponse

Require: A,input′,proo f ′

Ensure: True or False
1: result = veri f yRes(input′, proo f ′);
2: require (result, "The proof has not been verified by the contract.");
3: require (existQuery(A) == true, This A has been revocationed.);
4: require (calims(A) == A, This A has not been claimed.);
5: return True;

To authenticate as the generator of the insurance record RA on the blockchain, U needs
to provide a zero-knowledge proof to demonstrate the truth of the following two statements:

1. RA can be recomputed: First, U has the sku, which allows the generation of pku by a
hash function. Second, by combining pku with the unique hash value of the insurance
A and a random number ε, the insurance record RA can be recalculated.

2. The recomputed RA is saved on the blockchain.

The first point is essentially proof of the existence of a specific computational process,
demonstrating that U possesses the necessary information to generate the insurance record.
The second point is essentially proof of the existence of a specific element in a set, which, in
this case, is the insurance record RA saved on the blockchain. However, the proof must
maintain the confidentiality of information regarding the specific element being referred to,
ensuring that sensitive details about RA are not disclosed. In the above proof process, both ε
and U’s identity (pku) are kept confidential, ensuring privacy protection. The authentication
process proceeds as follows:

• Step 1: A new circuit C′ is designed, the logic of which is for U to prove to the service
provider that he/she is the rightful owner of RA.

• Step 2: U inputs sku, A, pku and ε, the algorithm computes pk′u = H(sku) and
R′

A = H(A, pku, ε), where pk′u, R′
A and A are set as the public inputs as well as sku,

pku and ε being set as the private inputs. Following this, the witness value witness′

is calculated, representing a valid assignment to a variable that encompasses the
computation result.

• Step 3: The algorithm generates zero-knowledge proof key pairs pk′ and vk′ based on
witness′.

• Step 4: U inputs pk′, sku, A, pku, ε, pk′u and RA, and the algorithm produces zero-
knowledge proof π′.

• Step 5: During the verification phase, the smart contract automatically assesses the
correctness of the provided inputs. The zero-knowledge proof π′ undergoes verifica-
tion using vk′. And the algorithm compare whether pk′u is the same as pku recorded in
RA and whether R′

A is the same as RA. If all the above proofs are valid, the algorithm
returns True.

The validation contract is generated and deployed on the public smart contract via
ZoKrates and is named AssetResponse(). After passing the zero-knowledge verification, it
is also necessary to determine whether RA is the same as the one recorded on the blockchain
and whether A is registered. Once all of these operations have been passed, U is determined
to be the legal owner of RA without revealing any identifying information about the vehicle
owner in the process. The insurance claim process can then be carried out.

4.5. Insurance Revoke Phase

To revoke A, the AssetRevoke() function is called by C within the private smart
contract. It is important to enforce that the account address initiating the revoke operation
matches the account address used to register A. Once this condition is satisfied, the smart
contract updates the exist status of A to False, effectively stopping any subsequent calls
to AssetClaim() and AssetResponse(). In doing so, the smart contract ensures that the
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entitlement of A is revoked and prevents any further interaction with it. Algorithm 4 for
AssetRevoke() is as follows.

Algorithm 4 AssetRevoke

Require: A
Ensure: True or False

1: creator = creatorQuery(A);
2: if msg.sender == creator then
3: Insurance[A].claimed = true;
4: emit LogAssetRevocation(A);
5: return True;
6: end if
7: return False;

The process for asset revoke is as follows:

• Step 1: The algorithm determines whether the address of the account that initiated the
undo operation is the address of the account that created A.

• Step 2: The algorithm sets the exist field of A to False.

5. Analysis of System

In this section, we analyzed the proposed system in various ways.

5.1. Privacy and Security Analysis

• Security of zero Knowledge: ZoKrates offers several alternative zero-knowledge proof
schemes, among which Groth16 [36] is a typical and proven secure scheme.

• Unlinkability of identity: The insurance data are stored on the private smart contract,
which remains inaccessible to anyone except the insurance company. The authoriza-
tion process for insurance is implemented through zero-knowledge proofs. To attempt
to reveal the owner’s private information through ZoKrates, an attacker would need to
perform a brute-force attack on the private token within the hash statement. However,
given the current computing power, calculating 2256 hashes is practically impossible.

• Prevention of replay attack: By adding additional data ε to the computation and
incorporating it into the hash calculation, the result of each computation becomes
unique even if the same A and pku are used. This prevents replay attacks because ε is
different each time, making it impossible for an attacker to reuse previous proofs.

• Security of data transmission: All private data transmission is secured through digital
signatures and hash encryption. Vehicle owners, insurance companies, and service
providers can verify each other’s communications through digital signatures. Ensuring
the security of the certificate authority that issues the digital signatures and symmetric
keys prevents attackers from executing man-in-the-middle attacks by eavesdropping
on messages.

5.2. Efficiency Analysis

The performance evaluation of blockchain primarily encompasses two crucial met-
rics: transaction throughput and latency. Transaction throughput refers to the number of
transactions processed within a specific time frame, while latency signifies the response
and processing time of transactions. Low throughput may be influenced by factors such as
block capacity limitations. Latency is closely associated with algorithm efficiency, and while
network bandwidth constraints can also impact latency, its core reasons lie in algorithmic
effectiveness rather than inherent issues of the blockchain itself. To enhance through-
put, increasing block generation speed is one approach, but this could lead to blockchain
forks, thereby compromising system security. To achieve increased block throughput with-
out compromising system security, zero-knowledge proofs present an optimal solution.
Exceptional zero-knowledge proof algorithms can significantly minimize latency while
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simultaneously ensuring the integrity and correctness of remote computation processes
without divulging any private information.

Our approach employs the Groth16 algorithm from zk-SNARK to achieve privacy
protection. This algorithm relies on the security of solving the elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem. We compared Groth16 with several other common zk-SNARK solutions.
As there is no unified benchmark for each construction, we analyzed them based on proof
size, benchmark metrics from the respective papers, or estimates from data provided by
the inventors. Partala et al. [37] made statistics, and the comparative results are presented
in Table 2. In the table, C denotes the circuit, |C| represents the number of gates in C, and
N indicates the length of computed inputs and outputs. It is evident from the table that
each solution has notable strengths and weaknesses, but Groth16 still stands out in terms
of proof data size and speed.

Table 2. Time complexity of different algorithms.

Compiling Sizes Prover Verifier

Groth16 O(|C|2) O(1) O(|C|2) O(|C|)

Stark No O(log2|C|) O(|C|log2|C|) O(|C|)

Aurora No O(log2|C|) O(|C|log|C|) O(|C|)

Marlin O(|C|log|C|) O(|C|) O(|C|log|C|) O(N + log|C|)

Sonic O(|C|log|C|) O(1) O(|C|log|C|) O(N + log|C|)

SuperSonic O(|C|log|C|) O(log|C|) O(|C|log|C|) O(log|C|)

5.3. Performance Analysis

To accurately assess the feasibility of the solution, we tested the number of constraints
and proof sizes for zero-knowledge proofs, the time consumption for zero-knowledge
proofs, the gas consumption caused by smart contract operations and zero-knowledge
proof operations, and compared them with other work.

We chose Ethereum as the smart contract platform and used Solidity0.8.0 [38] for smart
contract development. The experiments are based on Remix0.34.1, which supports the test-
ing, debugging, and deploying of smart contracts on Ethereum. The consensus algorithm
implemented is PoS [39]. In addition, we utilized Web3.js1.10.0 to interact with Ethereum
nodes. To simulate the Ethereum network environment, we used Ganache7.9.0 [40] as
a personal blockchain for Ethereum development and created a test system using Truf-
fle5.11.2 [41], the most popular development framework for Ethereum. We deployed smart
contracts on Truffle and used the Truffle console to simulate data and test smart contracts.
Ethereum is the most reliable and widely available blockchain and can develop and execute
advanced and customized smart contracts using the Solidity programming language. All
zero-knowledge proof operations were implemented on ZoKrates0.8.4.

5.3.1. Number of Constraints and Key Size

In the setup phase of the algorithm, the number of computational constraints and
key results obtained by compiling two specific computations in ZoKrates are shown in
Table 3. The more computational constraints that are generated, the more complex the
specific computations become, resulting in larger key sizes.

Table 3. Results of particular computation pairs.

Constraints Proving Key (Mbytes) Verification Key (bytes)

AssetClaim 104,486 41.6 2000
AssetResponse 131,042 50.1 3000
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5.3.2. Time Cost

In the local client, we conducted performance evaluations by generating witnesses
and proofs for two specific computations, and the recorded times are presented in Figure 2.
Each result in the figure represents the average of 100 test runs, ensuring the accuracy and
reliability of the measurements. With this configuration, the time taken to generate the
proofs is deemed acceptable, while the time required for generating zk-SNARK proofs
depends on various factors, including the computational resources allocated by the prover,
the logic of the code, and the complexity of the computation.

AssetClaim AssetResponse
Operations
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Figure 2. Average latency of witness and proof.

Meanwhile, we also tested the time consumption of key function operations in public
and private smart contracts, and the results are shown in Figure 3. Each result in the
figure represents the average of 100 test runs, ensuring the accuracy and reliability of the
measurements. AssetRevoke() is the least time consuming, as this function only contains
one compare and one change operation. AssetResponse() is the most time consuming
because of this function’s complex zero-knowledge proof operation.
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Figure 3. Average latency of four smart contract functions.
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We further conducted experiments to evaluate the time consumption of implementing
the AssetClaim() method using three distinct zk-SNARK algorithms within the ZoKrates
framework as depicted in Figure 4. Groth16 is the fastest in compilation settings, witness
computation, and proof generation.
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3.279

5.587

8.371setup
compute witness
proof generation

Figure 4. Average latency of three zk-SNARK algorithms.

5.3.3. Gas Consumption

In our proposed scheme, various operations, such as insurance creation, insurance
revocation, insurance privacy authorization, and verification of the owner’s identity, require
transactions to be sent to the smart contract for execution. Insurance authorization and
identity verification also necessitate submitting public inputs and zero-knowledge proofs.
It is important to note that invoking smart contracts on the blockchain incurs a significant
amount of gas consumption as depicted in Table 4. We set the gas price to the average of
20 Gwei (0.00000002 Eth). Gas consumption costs vary depending on the specific smart
contract operations being performed. As can be seen from the table, the gas consumption
and ether price for each functional operation are perfectly acceptable.

Table 4. Transaction fee statistics.

Contract Operations Gasused Feeeth

AssetRegister 98,210 0.00196420
AssetRevoke 23,071 0.00046142
AssetClaim 319,284 0.00638568

AssetResponse 298,255 0.00596510

5.3.4. Characteristic Comparison

In this section, we compare our proposed scheme and other similar insurance schemes
in Table 5. Our scheme stands out by meeting the requirement for legal car insurance claims
while ensuring the authenticity and privacy of the insurance authorization and the owner
authentication processes, a combination not fully achieved by other related schemes. Y
means yes, and N means not available.
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Table 5. Comparison with other related schemes.

Demir [42] Roriz [43] Liu [44] Bhadra [45] Our Scheme

Blockchain based Y Y Y Y Y
Identity protection Y N Y Y Y

Privacy authorization N N N N Y
Data authentication N Y Y Y Y

We also performed a performance comparison of similar solution [46], and the results
are shown in Figure 5. We merged the AssetRegister function and the AssetClaim function
into the CreateInsurance function. Except for the higher gas consumption of the revoke
insurance operation, the scheme proposed in this paper outperforms other schemes in the
rest of the metrics because it improves the algorithmic process of policy creation and claim
verification by smart contracts.
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Figure 5. Comparison of time and gas used with similar solution [46].

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a decentralized zero-knowledge proof-based car insurance claim
framework to address the privacy leakage problem in car insurance schemes under the
traditional blockchain framework. Currently, in the popular blockchain car insurance
schemes, the contents of the insurance, ownership, and transfer records are fully public to
all nodes in the chain. During identity verification at the claim stage, the vehicle owner
must enter private information into the smart contract to verify the legitimacy of their
identity, and this process also carries the risk of privacy leakage. Our goal is to achieve
secret authorization during the insurance authorization process and secret verification of
the vehicle owner’s identity at the claim stage. Compared to traditional car insurance
schemes in the blockchain framework, our proposed scheme achieves privacy protection
by adding zero-knowledge proof technology on top of decentralization. We design both
private and public smart contracts, where insurance authorization and identity verification
processes are implemented on public smart contracts. Proofs are optimized using ZoKrates
to reduce the size of the proof, which reduces on-chain overhead and provides privacy
features. Experimental results show that the scheme performs well in terms of security and
performance. A comprehensive comparative analysis with other schemes proves that our
scheme achieves both secret authorization and privacy protection.

Our proposed solution increases standardization and reliability within the processes
of the car insurance industry. However, the scalability of blockchain technology and the
efficiency of zero-knowledge proof algorithms may present new challenges. For the future
work, we will further optimize the performance of the zero-knowledge proof algorithm
and focus on implementing the model in an automated manner.
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